
Thinking
Introduction to the study of thinking in 
psychology



Need for Good judgement 
 Decision making is a risky business
 Sometimes people avoid making decisions or 

they keep their options open – plan B etc.
 We hate to be wrong – when people make 

decisions they often find it hard to change 
their minds especially if they have invested a 
lot in the decision. Being wrong can be costly.

 Our judgements reflect on us personally. 



Heuristics
 It has generally been found that people use 

heuristics (i.e. rule of thumb methods) when 
making decisions. This raises questions about 
logic and rationality in everyday thinking.

 Decisions are often made on the basis of 
preferences (value judgements).

 Attitudes towards risks involving gains and 
losses influence judgement.



Framing Effects - example
 Plans for intervention if disease predicted to 

kill 600 people:
 Scenario 1-

 If programme A: 200 people will be saved  72%
 “        “           B: 1/3 probability that 600 will be saved; 

2/3 chance that no one will be saved  22%

 Scenario 2-
 If programme C: 400 people will die 22%
 “        “           D: 1/3 probability that no-one will die; 

2/3 chance that 600 will die 78%



Over confidence
 Which is further south Rome or New York? Answer 

NY – people tend to get this wrong.
 People asked to rate how confident they were on a 

scale 50 – 100
 People tend to be overconfident that the answers 

they choose are correct
 Experts in some fields are often found to be 

overconfident – this happens more in fields where it 
is not obvious when they get it wrong e.g. 
psychiatrists versus weather forecasters.



Counterfactual Thinking
 This is an interesting phenomenon in thinking
 After something goes wrong people tend to over 

and over it in their heads mentally undoing some 
event in the sequence of events leading to the 
undesired outcome “If only…”

e.g. When a person crashes their car they tend to go 
thought the preceding events and pick out one 
that, if eliminated, would have prevented the 
crash.



Decision making
 Normative
 ‘Good decision making’. Normative theories of 

decision making study successful people and 
attempt to analyse how they make decisions. It is 
often considered that such skills are learned. They 
serve as a model.

 Descriptive
 Theories that attempt to describe how people 

actually make decisions. Such theories find that 
people often use a ‘fast and frugal’ method of 
making decisions. This has often led to the view 
that people are not entirely rational or logical.



Conscious versus unconscious
reasoning
 Most of the time people ‘reason’ unconsciously

 Often thought of as either intuition or insight
 Intuition appears to be unconscious probabilistic 

reasoning
 Works well in most cases for achieving our goals

 Conscious reasoning 
 Uses logic
 Quite difficult for people even expert logicians
 High risk of errors
 Individual differences in ability but people are prone to 

misinformation
 Good reasoning often combines these two 

approaches (conscious versus unconscious)



Heuristics Vs Algorithms
 People use heuristics to solve problems.
 Rule of thumb; shortcut;
 Heuristics are informal intuitive and speculative 

strategies which sometimes  lead to effective 
solutions  and sometimes not.

 Computers use algorithms.
 Method guaranteed to lead to a solution.



Problem Solving
 There are two types of problems

1. Well defined Problems –
 Clear path to solution.

2. Ill defined problems –
 No clear path.

Here are 4 known  ways of problem solving:



Ways of solving problems.

1. Conscious Means End analysis strategies - when 
goals are clear

2. Conscious working forward strategies - when 
goals are unclear (problem solving cycle)

3. Unconscious Insightful problem solving 
4. Intuition/ probabilistic reasoning –

unconsciously weighing up the odds
Good problem solvers use all four ways…



Means-End Analysis strategies.

 If there’s an obvious problem goal setting 
strategies usually work okay

 For novel problems use means end analysis
 Define intermediate steps.
 Work forward and backwards.
 Generate and test.



Working forward in problem 
solving
 There’s no easily defined  problem 
 No clear goal but maybe a hope or dream for a 

happier more fulfilled life
 There may be a vision or unfulfilled desire
 Many relationship problems fall into this 

category
 The people involved may have different goals
 There may be differences of opinion about 

how best to solve the problem



Mind set is a common challenge

 The nine dot problem –
thinking outside the box.



Insightful Problem Solving
 Originally proposed by Gestalt Psychologists 

as a special process of thinking.
 There is no agreement among Cognitive 

psychologists on what exactly is involved.
 It’s difficult to predict who will come up with 

an insightful solution which often seems to 
come out of the  blue.



Problem solving Cycle – Goal Setting

https://ansusconsultingblog.wordpress.com/2013/05
/18/the-problem-solving-cycle-an-effective-step-
by-step-approach-to-find-viable-solutions/

https://ansusconsultingblog.wordpress.com/2013/05/18/the-problem-solving-cycle-an-effective-step-by-step-approach-to-find-viable-solutions/


Strategy when goals are not appropriate
Problem Solving Cycle (Working forward)

1. Problem Identification
a. something could be better!
b. the present situation could be even better!
c. there’s something you’d like to improve

2. Defining the problem
There are different ways to represent the same problem e.g.
problem people > my husband is an alcoholic
people problems > how can I live with an alcoholic/ disruptive pupil / bad 

neighbours (compromise?)
owning a problem (separating your problem from the other person’s problem) 

> my nerves are gone because my husband is an alcoholic 
Can you share the problem? /work through the problem solving cycle 

together… Step outside the situation, there’s plenty to do before action



3. Strategy Formulation (Creative/ Intuitive approach)
Brain storm on as many possible solutions as you can 

think of (divergent thinking)
Number the solutions in order of preference
Don’t eliminate any possible solution no matter how 

absurd or undesirable
Select the solution you feel is most desirable and 

achievable (intuitive thinking)
Keep your list somewhere safe because you might have 

to go back to it if your chosen solution fails…



4. Organising Information – work together 
Take note of each person’s knowledge and skills in relation to the solution
Gather more information > talk to people/ find out what they know/ their 

views
Go online/ find a book etc. > gather some expert information/ diverse views
Consult an expert if necessary/ GP/ Spiritual advisor/ Student counsellor etc.

5. Resource Allocation
Weigh up the costs (Cost/Benefit Analysis):
Time
Money
Equipment
Space
Support
Emotional energy



6. Monitoring
Keep an eye on how things are going:
Are you getting closer to a desirable outcome
Are things going according to plan
Are there new problems cropping up
Do you still think that your solution will work
Have you learned more about your problem/ Do you need to re-define it…

7. Evaluation
Assessing the outcome > have you reached a satisfactory position
Ongoing evaluation > involves monitoring your situation to ensure that it 

continues to work
Identify new issues/ new resources/ new strategies/ new dreams 
Does your position need to be re-defined? If so…
The problem solving cycle can begin again…
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